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  Audilex 
 
Audilex is a program for training auditory 
discrimination and audio-visual integration 
that are necessary skills for basic reading 
and writing skills. The program has been 
developed by professor Kai Karma, a 
music researcher at the Sibelius Academy 
in Helsinki. Karma’s test and practise 
versions of musical ability have been 
studied in the University of Helsinki and 
published in peer-reviewed articles.  
 
While both programs can benefit all age 
groups, the best benefits can be achieved 
at the preschool age. The test program 
can reveal "hidden" problems prior to 
beginning of the school. The training 
modules of the program can be used to 
eliminate most of the problems before the 
school begins! 
 
The program is audio-visual; it contains 
only simple visual and auditory patterns. 
Therefore, the program is language-
independent and the use of it can be 
started before the development of reading 
and writing skills.  
 
The training module consists of two parts. 
The first part of the program generates 
two visual patterns, after which the 
synthesizer in the computer plays a 
melody representing one of the displayed 
pattern. The person has to follow visual 
and auditory patterns from left to right as 
when reading. The size of visual stimulus 
is related to the length of the tone, a short 
line plays shortly, a long line plays longer 
etc. The player needs to point at the right 
pattern with his mouse. 
 
In the second part of the training 
program, the computer displays a visual 
pattern and plays a corresponding 
melody. The player needs to follow the 
rhythm and join it by pressing space at 
the same time with the last tone. 
 

The test module generates exact 
statistics of each hit and averages. The 
test version helps in diagnosis. 
 
The practise version is included in the 
test version. The price of the test version 
for one computer is € 135,- + VAT (23 % 
in Finland) and handling fee (€ 10,-  for 
small deliveries in the Nordic countries).  
 

 

 
 
The price of practise version for one 
computer is € 32,52 (€ 40 incl. VAT 23 % 
in Finland). While the practise version can 
also be used at homes, the test module is 
intended for professional use only.  
 
The use of program is completely 
language independent and easy! 


